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1 Introduction 

It is well known since long time that for the description of the high energy peripheral 
scattering [1] 1 it is necessary to use the impact representation according to which 
the scattering amplitude may be expressed in the form 

A(s, t) · AA1BB' 2 zsF (q), s=(pA+Pa), (1) 
q' = (PA - P~) 2 

"' -q2
, q2 « s. 

The quantity F( q) may be expressed in terms of a 2-dimensional integral on 
the transverse (with respect to the initial particles momenta in the c. of m. frame 
PA = -p8 ) components of the virtual photons (gluons) exchanged by particles 
A and B of the product of impact factors !pAB assigned to each of the incoming 
particles. 

pAA'BB'(q) = _1 ~ J cf'k <!>AA'(k q)<!>BB'(k q) 
(27r)' k2 (q-k) 2 ' ' ' 

(2) 

where (}>(a,b)(k, q) are the impact factor of the colliding hadrons. 
The universal quantities represented by the impact factors <I>i with i = A, B 

describe, in a quantum mechanical sense, the probability of finding any possible 
state of one hadron i surrounded by a cloud of quark pairs and gluons. These 
states, due to a Lorentz boost, live long and the virtual components of each hadron 
become real on-shell particles due to the interaction of the hadrons and manifest 
themselves as hadron jets moving along the directions close to the initial particles. 
Such quantities may be computed by means of perturbation theory. 

The form of the scattering amplitude in eq.(2) corresponds to the minimal num
ber of exchanged vector mesons (two) in the scattering channel. By taking into 
account the exchange of particles like fermions, scalars would lead to contributions 
to the scattering amplitude which, at large s, would behave as sa: with a < 1 and 
therefore to less dominant ones. The requirement of gauge invariance on the two 
Compton scattering blobs ·involving the two exchanged photons (gluons) for each 
particle A and B impose [1] the property for the impact factors 

<l>(k,q)fbo = <l>(k,q)fbq = 0. (3) 

This property has the important effect of providing the infrared convergence of 
the expression for P( q) and, in particular, the finiteness of P(O). The quantity F(O) 
can be related to t.he cross-section for two jet production in high-energy hadron col
lisions when one vector particle, photon or gluon, is exchanged (see. Fig.1) (optical 
theorem). 

1 Differently from hard and diffractive. 
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lm AAA,BB(s O) = sa(s)AB~i•t ;,, , tot • (4) 

In the lowest order of perturbation theory the total cross-section a-(s)~:-·.jctjd 
does not depend 2 on s. By taking into account the first-order of perturbation theory 
radiative corrections leads [22] to a contribution to atot proportional to ~In~ and. 
as was shown in the papers [20, 21] with higher orders of p.t. taken into ~cco~nt wili 
produce unitarity-violation results for the cross section i.e. u(s) ~ ao(--=;- ro with N m wo = Las In 2. Let .us recall here that the natural hypothesis of short range forces 
bet we;~ hadrons leads to a so-called Froissart restriction on the growth of the total 
cross-section of high energy hadron-hadron collisions a(s) < m-2 (ln n:2 )

2
. We .will 

not discuss here the problem of restoring the unitarity (sec for example [2,1J). 
Our note concerns the form of the q2 corrections to the scattering amplitude. 

One rriay see that the property of the impact factors will not provide the infrared 
convergence of the terms of order ( q2Y', n = 1, 2, 3, ... in the series expansion of 
F(q) at q2 ~ 0. 

q2 -q2 
F(q) "= F(O) + -(F, + F, In-)+···. m2 m2 {5) 

The aim of this paper is to attract the attention to the logarithmic In -q2 Jrn 2 

term appearing in eq.(5) in the low f/ expansion of F. m repreSents u;< ... ch<-Lrachter
istic hadron mass or lhe constituent quark masS. Strictly speaking we sec that t.he 
Taylor expansion, due to an logarithmic singularity for small q2 is not possible. The 
consequence of the presence of this singularity is the appearance of the long range 
forces (LRF) between hadrons namely by considering the Fourier transform of the 
formula. 

As well as at peripheral high-energy kinematics of scattering t.he transverse rna
mentum effectively 2~dimellsional q2 = -q2 <-0 we may formulate the consequences 
of the presence of terms of order q2 ln ~: in the scattering arr~plit.udc in 1.errns of 
impact ·parameter of the scattering (distance p between hadrons in !.he scattering 
point). The Fourier transform of {5) gives [25): 

j d2 pe'q.p "= 21r62(p ), {6) 

lim j d'qeiq.p-I,I'JqJ 2" = ( ~ JI+"J'2{! + v) sin 1rv. 
t---->0 p2 

(here and further we denote by q -the module of two-dimension vector q) one may 
conclude the presence of a potential between the hadrons acting in the transverse 
plan of the form: 

2The total cross section remains finite when energy goes to infinity and includ1~s the production 
of two small transverse momentum jets. 
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This potential may produce long range forces between the hadrons in a similar 
way as they arise in the interactions of neutral objects [7) {for review see [8)). 

The similar nature leads to singular potential for interactions of neutral atoms. 
We may consider this term i:,~ as the potential of t~e interaCtion in the transverse 
~·· . . 

Below· we compute the quantities F(O) and F 2 for differeu"t proces.ses. We discuss 
here two additional topics. The first one concerns the influence of the confinement 
phenomenon. At small q2 the coupling constant beco~es_ large [9] and all the con
siderations based on a perturbative approach are not valid a~y m~re. Nevertheless 
the functiOnal fotm of the amplitude Eq.(5) will remain the same and the value of 
the coupling· constant will not influence the. analytical properties of... the scattering 
amplitude in the q2 plane. The fact of the presence of the q2 ln ~ term rna~ be 
shown in any number of loop-correction to Compton scattering of gluon on hadron 
A, B. The essential point here is the colorless exchange in the scattering channel 
provided by the two gluon state. Supposing the colorless initial and final particles' 
A, A' the only possible combination ofcolor state parameters a,·b of the gluo"u fields 
A;, and A~ describing the Compton scattering amplitud~ _Ag(a) --+_ A'g(b) is of the 
form tdatb =· tgab' which corresponds "to colorless state of the two gluon scattering 
channel state This fact allows us to consider gluons as massless particles, which is a 
main feature of the QCD theory. Let us notice that, by assuming the non zero gluon 
mass, as is often assumed in phenomenological applications [10), would lead to the 
disappearance of the long range force effect. Really, by replacing the denominators 
in eq,{2) by the substitution k 2 

-> k 2 + !''; (q- k )2 -> ( q- k )2 +I'' ..;,ould result in 
an absence of contributions p~oportional to ln -;;. A colorless state of any number 
of gluons n ;::: 2 may be. realized and manifest. itself in the scattering of colorless 
states AA'BB'.It is necessary tO note_that QCD cannot be build in terms of massive 
gluons. 

The se_cond point we want to mention is the relation with th~ phenomenon of the 
logarithmic branch-point in the q2 plane with the low-energy theorem [11]. Accord
ing to the theorem the Compton scattering amplitude as a function of the photon 
energy w for small values of w inay be expanded in a Laurent-type series and the 
firsL terms of this expansion may be' expressed in terms of charge, electrical dipole 
moments and of the value of the anomalous magnetic moment of the target on which 
the photon is scattered. Radiative corrections to the Compton scattering amplitude 
[12] contain the terms of the form w 2 ln-;; the presence of which points out the log
arithmic branch point at w = 0 and breaks the-poSsibility to-expand the Compton 
scattering amplitude around the point w = 0. It is interesting to note that a contri
bution of this form will result in -a non-trivial time-dependence of the dynamics of 
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the Compton scattering process: 

I dweiwtw2ln: ~ t-3. 

Corrections to the Compton scattering amplitude due to the emission of massless 
virtual photons give sma1l contributions of the order ;: to the scattering amplitude. 
The main contributions of this type for the Compton scattering on the proton arise 
from the emission of virtual massive pions and vector mesons and will not ('",ontain 
such contributions which diverge logarithmically at small phOton energies. This 
fact provides the validity of the Low theorem and the possibility of testing it in 
experiments. 

Here we will not touch the discussion of manifestation of LRF in deviations 
from Newton gravity, charmonium physics, and other topics, refcring to the series 
of papers [15). 

We discuss in this paper a possibilities provided by high energy hadron collisions 
experiments. Really, compared with the nonrelativistic case the contributions to the 
hadron-hadron scattering amplitude from exchange by vector mesons,pions,when 
the reggeization effect is taken into account becomes negligible compared with the 
ones provided by Pomeron exchange. The Pomeron can not be associated with 
any observed hadron.More of that,as was shown in the paper [4) that it have rather 
square root singularity in the angular momentum plane, associated with the massless 
colorless state of gluons. 

The existence of the LRF are thus is the a consequence of the massless nature 
of the Pomeron (soft version ·of Pomeron is relevant here). Will be good to verify 
this possibility on experiment. 

The paper is organized as follows: In the second part we describe polarized 
photon-photon scattering, and the consequent attraction forces due vacuum polar
ization ftuctation. The explicit dependence on polarization is ~btained. In section 
3 we will consider pion-pion scattering through their dissociation into quarks and 
the proton-proton scattering in the phenomenological impact factor representation. 
In section 4 we will discuss the generalization of our resuts to higher orders .QCD 
perturabation theory (PT). 

The possibility of experimental observation of long-range forces effects, the region 
of applicability of LRF phenomenon, the problem of existing the massless colorless 
gluon states are discussed in the concluding section.ln appendices we ·give some 
details of calculations,and put some numerical estimates. 

2 Photon-photon scattering 

The explicit expression of the impact factor of the photon was obtained in QED in 
[1]. Using i1 and applying the obvious changes for the case of gluon exchange we 
obtain: 
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<l'o(<,h(e,,)(k,q) ~ -2a; J.' dx J.' dy {8) 

{ 
(8XYeA · qeA' · q- q 2eA · eA(l- 2Y{l- 4X)))y2 

x m2+Xy2q2 

8XYeA · QeA' · Q- Q 2eA · e:.{l- 2Y{l- 4X))} 
m 2 +XQ2 

where X~ x(I- x) , Y ~ y(!- y) and Q ~ k- qy. eA, eA' arc the polarization 
vectors of the initial and final photons. One may see explicitely thai (8) regards the 
properties (3). In the case of QCD (the exchange of two gluons is to be considered) 
an addiction a] factor appears for the color group SU(N): ~Q1n = ~Q"r:n · Tr(tatb) = 
I j2fiabcpQl;;l)i a, b = 1 · · · N 2 

- 1. 
ThC straightforward but tedious calculations using the expansion: 

<!> 1(k,q)<l'z(k,q) ~ _J_(<!>(O)(k) + , <!>(l){k))(<!>(O)(k) (9) 
k'(k- q)2 (k')' I . q I . 2 

. <l'(l)(k)){l 2q. k- q2 4(q. k)') ~ <~>l")(k)<!>\"l(k) 
+q 2 + k' k 2 + {k2 ) 2 (k 2 )' 

+ (k~)'[q. <1>\')(k)q. <~>\'l(k) + (<!>\0\k)q. <1>\')(k) 

+(<1>\"l(k)q. <~>\'l(k)) 2~~k H\"l(k)<l>\0l(k)( 4((~;?- ::)] {10) 

and the subsequent averaging by azimuthal angle lead to the result for the scattering 
amplitude: 

isC2. Ao(<Ah(<n)-o(<A•h(ew) ~ {1,(-\)oc + ]
2
(-\)f! 

' 21rrrt1m2 
q2 q2 

+~~In --[C," + C,f! + C:n + C,8)) 
n~1m2 m 1rn2 (II) 

where C = 2a2
, (QED); C = 2aas(N

1

4-
1 ), (QCD);). = ~ , C, = - 1~~~1 , C2 :o;:: -~~~4 

l c3 = -19~4 and c4 = 19
2
44. 

The quantities a, {3, "f 1 li represents the combinations of polarization vectors: 

" €.4 · €A•€H · €H• 

f3 - eA ·eweR· eA.• + e 11 • · eBeH' · eA 

1- eA·eA'n·ean·eR'+eH·eH•n·e 11 n·eA' 

!i = eA ·eRn· eA'n · eB' + eA' · eB'n · eAn · eH 

+ eA · ewn · eA'n · eH + eA' · ean · eAn · ew 
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where n = '} and the fundions 4>t,2 of the ratio of masses of the quark (lepton) 
pairs .\ = ~ are: m, 

where 

and 

1 1.= dx lt,2(>.) = ;: 
0 

x3 <llt,2(x, i) ; x = x>., 

2x 2X2 
- - -

<lit = -9-[2(ht + h2)(hl + h2)- h2h2], 

ht,2 = ht,2(x), h1,2 = h1,2(x), 

2 2-2 -
11>2 = gx x h2h2) 

2 
ht(x) = ,--,--.;L, 

xv4 + x 2 

L = In y'4+X' + x. 
v'4 + x 2 - x 

1 
h2(x) = x2 

2 
x3v'4 + x2L, 

Functions 11,2(>.) are tabulated in the Table. 

(13) 

( 14) 

(15) 

(16) 

The first term in parentheSes (11) may be computed at.\ = 1 and eA = eA, 
eB = eB with the known result of the calculation of the cross section of creation of 
two lepton pairs from two polarized photons (13]: 

07_ 2, 20 . a' { 175 19 2 1]( 7 1]} 
rJ =•- -6--+((eA·en) -- -6 -- . (17) 

1rm2 36 18 2 18 3 

One may see from table that (11) and (17) are on numerical accordance at A= 1. 
Note that the right hand part of equation (11) for the case A ¥ 1 is to be 

multiplied by a factor 2 which takes into account the possibility to replace pait;"s of 
quarks (or leptons) (m1 ~ m2). 

3 Pseudoscalar mesons small angle scattering. 
Phenomenological approach 

Let iJn now consider the pseudoscalar mesons high energy scattering when they 
belong t.o the nonct of pseudoscalar. Each one of the mesons dissociates into qij pairs 
(s~c Fig.2,h). Tlw coupling constants wich describe such a dissociation,g1f,rnay be 
found using the Goldbcrger-Treirnan relation: 91r = ';.: = 3.For kaon desintcgration 
.9I< = m;1~7· = :L~J. The amplitude will have the form (1,2): 

i.s J d'k 
A(.<,q) = 41f' k 2 (q _ k)' <1! 1(q,k)<1> 2 (q,k) (18) 

6 

J 

The one loop Feynman d!a:grams describing the Compt9n scattering· of virtual 
gluons on quarks are drawn in the figure l.Pion desintegration impact factor have 
a form(see Appendix A): 

a,9?;,, ;N2
- i 

q,t,2(k, q) = -c1ff-rr, C-rr1.2 =: _"_.. 
4

N2 ' (19) 

/.

1 
/.

1 
C(x,y)(k2

- k · q) 
J, = 

0 
. 

0 
dxdy (1 - X)[(1- X)mi

2 
+ Yk2 ]' 

where X= x(1- x), Y = y(1- y) and C(x,y) = 1/2(1- X)+ XY; N = 3 is the 
N 2 1 . . . 

number of colors. Factor 4N-; results from traces on color matices of group SUJ, 
mi,i = 1,2 are the constituent masses of the quarks. 

Substituting <fl 1,2 into the expression for the scattering amplitude given above 2 
and expandinbg in the small q limit We obtain 

/ 

· · c2 2 2 
2 2 2 lS l q ,q. )) A(s,q) = a,9,,9,,

72 3 . (!(>.) + 
2
--. In(-- , 

1r m1m2 m1m2 m1m2 
(20) 

where C1 = ~ + 
2
::f:; and the function!(>.) (tabulated)n Table) is presented in 

Appendix A. · 
Again the first term in 'the parentheses (20) describes the four jet production 

cross section in 1r1r scattering and the second term is responsible for LRF. 
Consideration of the proton-proton and of the pion. proton scattering cannot be 

treated analytically since the impact factor for the proton· is unknown. Not .even.in 
the quark model. In- this case we ma;y use a,pheilomenologicaLapproach {1.4]. Let 
us define 

2 . 

<l>(k,q) = F(~)- F((k- ~)2 ), (21) 

with the evident fullfillment of the pr;,perty <l!(O,q) = <l>(q,q) = 0. 
A realistic choice is Fi(k2

) = t+!;k2 [14], where the quantities<; may be expressed 
in terms of the charge radius of the hadrOn p: c = 1 /G < p2 >. 

A straightforward calculation gives: 

~! d'k<l>t<l>2 = Ctc2(ln(ct(c2) + ~q2ln(___£_)). 
1r k 2(q- k)2 c1 - Cz 2 m1m2 

(22) 

Comparision of (22) and (20) for the case of pion-pion scattering with the value 
of charge radius p = 0.7 fm give 0'8 = 0.2. This quantity do not contradict to the 
recent calculations [9), where was obtained a 8 (0) = 1.4 taking into account. t.he rapid 
decrease of o's( P) and t.he fact that essential values of momenta are ,; < k2 > = 
300M ell. 
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4 Higher Orders of Perturbation Theory 

A natural questions is how these results can be modified by higher order QCD cor
rections. In the paper of Balitski and Lipatov (2] it was obtained in first order QCD 
corrections of scattering photon-photon amlitude. Their resusult may be expressed 
in terms of impact factor in rather cumbersome form, wich nevertheless was shown 
to be consinstent with general BFKL approach [3, 4). 

For the case of TY scattering in the paper by (2] was calculated the first order of 
PT QCD correction. 

where 

A(')( ) _ . 3a, 1 s J(l)AA'BB'( ) s,q -zs- n-- q, 
2 m1m2 

J(l)AA'BB'( ) = J d"'k J d"'k, <J>AA'(k,q) [- 2 <J>88 '(k,,q) 
q " " k'(k- q) 2 q kf(k, - q)' 

+ <J>BB'(k,,q) k 2(k,- q) 2 + ki(k- q)2 
• 

ki(k,- q)2 (k,- k) 2 

<J>BB' (k, q) k' (k- q)' l 
;w • ~ ... (,_2 , 11. r_\'1 + (L _\2 1 IL L\2] · 

(23) 

(24) 

Using the property of the photons impact factor <J>AA'(k,q) = <J>AA'(q- k,q) 
and making the substitution k' ---1- k - k' one may see that the sum of the second 
and third term in- the curly brackets contains the impact factors in the combination 
<J>BB'(k- k',q) + <J> 88'(k',q)- <!> 88'(k,q). From this one may see that this term 
does not contain the contribution of the form q 2 ln2 ~- Such a type of contribUtions 
arise from the first term in curly brackets which have a factorized form. Using for 
ct>AA' ( k, q) the approximate expression by neglecting the q 2 terms 

<J>AA'(k,q) = c, [ ( 2 - -4eA · eA' k - k · q) + eA · keA' · k 
3m~ 

~(eA · keA' · q + €A• · keA · q)l, 
where c1 = ~aas~, we obtain that the integral of q,cc' is 

J d"'k <J>AA'(k,q) 7 q2 

" k'(q _ k)' = 6c,(eA · cA') In mf' 

and the relevant contribution to J(l)AA'BB'(q) have the form 

q2c: 2 q2 49 
- -

2
-

2
ln ---. 

m 1m 2 m 1m2 36 
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For the finite contribUtions in the limit q 2 .,..... 0 we.-obtain (see for-details Ap~ 
pendix B) 

2 cl>AA' k 0 ' ' -J 
d'k d2k' <J> 88'(k' 0) <J> 88'(k 0) 
1rk2 11"(k-k')2 (, )[ k'2 k'2 +(k'-k) 2 J-

c' 
= -.-1-(f,(A)a + f,(A)/l]. (28) 

m1m2 

Functions J1,2 arc tabulated for different values of A (see Table). 
For the first order QCD correction to the 11 .,..... 11 anmplitude we obtain 

( 'I is 3a,cj s [ ) ) !\. (s,q)=----ln--f,(Aa+j,(A/l 
...,...,____,,, m.1n12 2 1n11n2 

_ _ci'__ 49ln' m 1m 2 fl) 
ffitffi2 36 q 2 . 

(29) 

The similar calculation for the amplitude of the proton-proton scattering in the 
phenomenological ansatz (21) gives 

(I) . 3a, = . s ( 2 r.::= ' q' APP~PP(s,q) = ts-yc1c2 ln -- 2Jf(A)- q yc1c2 In --) 
2 m1m2 m1m2 

(30) 

where li(A) is given in Appendix B. Deriving the last expression we use the same 
form for first order QCD corrections a._--; for t.he II.,.....;; scattei'ing.3 . 

5 Conclusion 

A lot of <1.Jt.ention wa._--; paid to discussions of van~der Waals~likc forces bet.w('<'.n 
hadrons [15], where mostly the nonrelativist.ic interaction of hadrons was considered. 
Accepting the existence of them as a consequence of nonanalyticity of the scattering 
amplitude .at t = 0 and the possibility to create zero mcl.ss-statc in the srat.t.ering 
channci.Somc rigorous restrictions on the strength of it was obtained considering 
deviation from Newtonian gravity and t.hc Coulomb low of elcctromagn('t.ism. 

There is the general belief {which was not proved rigorously) that. the colorless 
state of two (or more) gluons cannot be massless. Phenomenological applications 
t.o radiative J /W decay for example will be successful considering gluons similarly 
to quarks as a constituent objects with mass rn9 = 800MeV. We agree !.hal point 
of view for t.he cases when the invariant. mass square of gluons is positive. For llw 
case of its negative values we do not. sec the grounds for considering gluotl c1s a 
massive object. This fact. may be recognized as t.hc fact.·of absence of t.he vc~euum 
polarization amplitudes in any order of PT. As a conscqueuce OJH' C(I11Bo1. oht.Hin 

;JJ,_ Lipatov, privale cotnmunication. 
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the Breit-Wigner type formula for the Green function,describing the colorless state 
of gluons with the negative invariant mass square. 

Contrary, the Pomeron concept, which provides the non-vanishing cross sections 
of the high-energy hadron collisions is more consistent with the interpretation of it 
as a result of interaction of a massless fields similar to Coulomb field [5]. In this 
way we may consider LRF as a halo of a Pomeron. 

As we already mentioned above the presence of a branch point in the q2 plane 
of the scattering amplitude at q2 = 0 may be proved in any order of PT. 

Furthermore from the analysis of the radiative corrections of lowest order we 
may expect a result of the form: 

is s q2 q2 
A(s, q2

) = --[F1(-) +--In-- (31) 
m1m2 m 2 m 1m 2 m 1m 2 

0' s q2 
x F2( _e. In -In-))= A+ L\A. 

1l" m2 m2 

The simplest choice Fi(z) = Rexp(Cz) give: 

C~Jn.-L.. . S q'], q'], q2 1< m2 

L\A = <R-- ·--In--·(--) (32) 
ffitffi2 ffitffi2 ffitffi2 ffitffi2 

for the case -C71n ~2 - ~ 1 their contribution to the scattering amplitude at q2 
...-J. 0 

will be essential and may be the reason for the-structure in dcreddt at small -t ~ 
10-3 Gev2 [16) 4 . 

The coefficient befC?rc q2 ln(q2 /m2
) therms may _be (at Jeast in a phenomenologi

cal approach) expressed in therms of charge radii of hadrons or their polarizabilities 
(similarly in the Casimir-Polder effect [7)) (see discussion after (22)). 

In the case of gluon exchange one may speak about the color pcilarizabilities of 
hadrons which differs from the corresponding quantities in QED by the replacement 
o --t C(~ and some color factors. 

In -a recent review of Lipatov [17] was obtained general solution of the BFKL 
equations, in coordinate space using the conformal properties of it. Both our state
ments about p-.-:. 4 character of additiorlal terms in the scattefing amplitude and the 
role of radiative corrections where confirined~ 

As was pointed out in paper [14) the presence of q 2 ln(q2/m2 ) therms may be 
interpreted as the existence of an additiona.J·slope of the differential cross section at 
q' = 0: 

da"'1f dcrtr"' (oJ 2 

dq' / dq' (q' = 0)"" G!(q')e-B•ff.q (33) 

{O) 2 C m21 
H,ff(q ) =2m' In q'i q'~o 

~~~~~-~~~ 4 V.A.Nikitin. infomu~d us that their analysis with the rl'.solution in the transverse momentum 
squan~ of onkr 10~ 4 GcV:! any structure is absent. 
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where m oe ,j6/ < r; > oe 400Mev and G,(q2 ) is the pion form factor. Factor 

exp( -B:~~ · q 2
) describes the dependence of quark-quark amplitude on the momen

tum transfer (~~; ~ e-Bq
2

). following authors [14] we underline that it would be 

very interesting to measure experimentally the variation of Be11 (q 2 ) over a wide 
range of q2 oe 0.4Gev2 (B,/1 oe 1Gev-1 ) to q2 oe 0.04Gev2 (B,ff oe 4Gev-2 ) and to 
smaller q 2 ::; m;_. 

One may expect the distances p > 0.5fm may be considered as the minimal ones 
to search LRF. At distances of order 10 fermi the LRF, presumably will be modified 
due to complicate structure of vacuum. 

Clearly,it is impossible to measure the effects of LRF (4) at distances of order of 
some fermi in hadrons collisions due to much bigger sizes of bunches.Nevertheless 
the heavy ultra-relativistic ions collisions may_ be more convenient for this aim. 
Really1the sizes of nucleus of order some fermi and the tail of one-pion exchange 
(considered as a main mechanism of nucleons interaction in the nucleus) between 
nucleons in different nucleus (see the paper R. Willey in [15]) will be suppressed due 

' to peripherical kinematics by factor 7"· 
We also note that the effect of infrared singularity of gluon propagators which 

produce q 2 ln ~: terms may be also investigated in the process of diffraction dissoci
ation pp --t X p 1 np --t X p and in the processes of inelastic photon-photon scattering 
of the kind "'• "'• -> VV' [18). 
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Appendix A 

We give here some details of calculation of the pion impact factor. The pion-pion 
scattering amplitude is described by Feynman diagrams drawn in Fig.2. Using the 
Sudakov parametrization technique we decompose the loop momenta as 

. m' 
k = ap2 + (Jp, + k, k, = a,p, + (J,p, + k, ;jj, =PI-p,-'; 

s 

P~ = 0;.<> = 2PtP2 ;}:> p~ = mf,d4 k = ~dod{3d2k, 
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and substitute g'"""' =-lt'' + !(PrP2 +-Pi'P~) in the scattering amplitude 

· 9 9 (l)ab (2)ab J 
d4k } /.W JLIVl 

M=• (2")'2k'(q-k)'T""' Tvv, . 

Using the specific of the high -energy forward scattering kinematics 

we obtain 

s = (p, + pz)' ;}>. -(p1 - r/1 )
2 

"' q2 
; (31 "' 0(1) 

k'"" -k'; (k- q)'"" -(k- q)', 
p.v,___2JJV g --p,p,. 

s 

M =is-}; j 1rk'(~~ k)' <l> 1(k, q)<l>2 (k, q) 

. 1 J ,j4N'(N2 -1)<l>,(k,q) = s' d(so)Tj~~··; p~p~' 

V4N 2{N2 -1)<l>,(k,q) = :, j d(s(J)TS~!P~P~'· 

{35) 

(36) 

(37) 

For definiteness we show the method of calculation of the cOntribution to <I> 1 from the diagrams in Fig.2{a,b). It may be written in the form: 

J dso J dso1 J J , 1 D.<I>,.,,~ 27ri 21ri d(J, ll'k1 s2d
1
d

2
d, 

x [-so{ I -
1 
(Jt) + iO + so(1 - ~t) + iO] 

xTr-y,(p;- k, + m)pz(PI- k, - k + m)p2(p1 - k1 + m) 
X'Ys( -k1 + m), 

where the denominators of the internal quark propagators are 

{38) 

~=~-~+W=-~-~-~+~ ~~ 
d2 = (p1 - ki)2

- m 2 + iO = -so,(1- (31 )- ki- m 2 f3i + iO; 
d3 = (p~- k,) 2

- m 2 + iO = -so,(l- /1!)- ki 
-2qk1 - (31{m2 + q2

) + iO. 

The analysis of location of the poles in the a:1 plane shows that the non-zero contribution arises from the 0 < f3t <" 1 region of the f3 integration. Closing the C¥1 complex contour of integration around the pole of the d1 denominator we obtain: 

d, = - ~1 [ki + m•'J, d3 = ~1 [(k, + qfli)' + m•2
), {40) 

m·2 = m 2(1- {31 {1 - (31)). 

12 

After the integration over a and a1 one obtains 

1
1 J d2 k m 2 + k 1(k, + q(JI) 

D. <I>,.,,= -c, o d(J, " [k/ + m•'JI(k, + q(JI)' + ,;,•']" ( 41) 

A similar procedure for the contribution of the Fcynman diagrams Fig.l(ef) leads 
to the expression 

1
1 J d2k m 2 + k,(k1 + k- q(J,) 

D.<!>,' = c, 0 d(J, 'lr [k1 + m•'JI(k, + k- q/1, )' + ,;,.zr ( 42) 

Performing the k1 integration (the contributions of eqs.(41),{42) is separately ultraviolet divergent but their sum is finite) we obtain for the sum 

1
1 1' m

2
- Y(k- q(31)

2 

<I>, = 2c, o d(J, o dy[m•' + Y(k- q(Jt)' 
m2 - Y(3 2q2 m•' + Yq 2(32 
-'-"'-c---"-'...1~ + in 1 

], ( 43) rn•2 + Yq2 f3'1 m•2 + Y(k- q(Jt)' 
with Y = y(l- y). 

Performing the y integration by parts for the logarithmic term and renaming 
{31 --1- x we obtain: 

1 1 

m 2C(X, Y) 
<I>,(k,q)= -c, j dx j dy[m'(1 -X)+Y(k qx)2) 

0 0 

(k2
- 2kqx) 

X------ ·- ---
[m2{J- X)+ Yq 2 x 2 )' 

I I 
C(X,Y) = 2 - 2x + XY. 

One may see from this expression that <l>(O,q) = <l>(q,q) = 0. 

(14) 

The value of <I> 1 (k,O) may be expressed in a 1-fold integral, convenient. for nu
merical integration: 

<l> 1 (k,O) = <I>(p) = -c,f(p), 
I 

J( ) J dt { 2 ::LO!:(P:o..:· t~llc;:{3:_+:_1:_2!!:)p,' ==-~( l~-~l2fl) (::._:! .:_+..::.t'_+~p2!.!_) I } p = -- 1- t + 
3 + 12 2p,j3 + t2 + p 2 

, 0 

,)3 + t' + P2 + p, 
L(p, t) = In VJ + 1, + p' p p=~-

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

In therms of functions f(s) the contribution to the scattering amplitude at q2 = 0 
Iwty be written in the form: 

. 2 2 

A(.<, D) oo __!::'_Y.,Y., ( 0
')

2 ·/{.X) ;.X= '.'.':1_; 
m 1m2 I81r 211"" m 2 

('IR) 

2100 

d·r /(.X)= /{1/.X) =-;- -',;J(":)J(.X:I'). 
A tl X 

( I 9) 
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The results of the numerical integration for I(A) arc presented in Table. 

Appendix·B 

Details of the calculation of the finite part of the QCD cor-
rection to A n~n · 

1 
\Ne may first p~rform the angular avc_raging of the _secof1d term in_ eq.(28). We 

obtain by using the tabulated resu-lt:-

. !'' d¢ 
Jo 2rr(d+ bcos .L\ = (a2- b2)-i ;a2'> b2. (50) 

that 
2< 

J 
d¢ 1 1 . 1 

21r(k- k') 2 [k'2 + (k- k')'] = k''[lk''- k'l 1"""'" • ""'"]. 

0 

The singularity in the k'2 integration at the point k 12 = k 2 is compensated in 
th-e sum of the contributions of the fifst and of the second term in eq.(28). SO we 
may introduce the auxiliary parameters c and <Y ~ k2 and we obtain for the ·second 
term: 

J d
2k' 1 ik'-u dk'2 
1r (k- k')'[k'' + (k- k')'] = ' k''(k'- k'') 
r= dk'' . 1= dk'' 2 k' 

+ Jk'+a k''(k''- k') - , k-',j4(k'')' + (k')' = k2 In--;· 

The average over the k azim~thal angle can be' pe:dormed · indCpenden~ljr. 
second term· then gives {the subsequent .integration over x ·and y is inlplied) 

1
00 dk' In it. 

I --2 " 
ll- o (l+X~)(l+Y,:.',) . , 

1 1 
·[(1 +X+ Y + 2xY)<>+ 2xY,6]; 

where a and (J arc defined in(12) 
when averaging on the angle ¢/ we use the expression 

1
,, d' . 1 . +"-( neA)(neA' )( neH )( neH') = -(<> + ,6), 

0 2r 8 

1'" d¢ . . 
-;-"( neA)( neA' )[cH[[cH'I sin( neH) sin( neH•) = 

0 2r 
1 

= S(3a- ,6). 
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(51) 

The 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

For the first term .we obtain: 

J dk
2 J dk'' [

2
" d¢' { 1 

II= 1 +X~ 1 + yk~ Jo 21r [k'- k''l 
ml m2 

(55) 

[ 
(k' + k'')2X , , 

X -CACA•(l + 2X) + k' + k'' + lk' _ k''l (CAn)( CA'n )j 

2X[eA[[eA•I sin( eAn') sin( CA•n')} [- •(l 2Y) 
+ k' + k'' + lk' - k''l eyey + 

+2Y(n'ea)( n'ey• )], 
k' 

'--. n - lk'l 

After the angular integration and the integration over k'2 with the restriction 
[k2 - k''l >a we obtain: 

II = -Ill+ J dk'(l +X+ Y),6 + ~XY(a + ,6) (1+ X ~)2 

(l+X':)(l+Y';_) In x.E 
ml m2 m2 

+ XY a - ,6 mi k' X k' , 
2 (l+Y.E)[(Xk'+l)ln(l+X-,;)-ln(-,)]. (56) 

m~ fin1 r.nl 

Coefficients in front of {3 and a in the final expression eq.(29) are 

and 

1 1 

!I(>.)= J J ~(2(1 + X)(l + Y)H(~)- XY(H(~)- fa(~))), 
0 0 

1 1 

J,(>.) = j j dxdyVXY(H(~)- fa(~)), ,Y 
~=>.X 

0 0 

1 Vz . 1 . 
H(z) = H(-) = --(Lz2(l--)- L22(l- z)); 

z z-l z 

fa(z) = h(~) = vz(~(Li,(l) -Li,(l- z)) 
z z 

+Li2(~ -lnzln(l- ~)). 
z z 

These functions are given in the Table. 
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Fig. 1. Feynman graphs describing the nonvanishing in the high energy limit con
tributions to the total cross section; a) typic~l two-jet production process caused 
by spin unity state in the scattering channel; b) Pomeron exchange; c) two gluons 
exchange. 

"" I 

Fig. 2. Typical Feynman diagrams relevant in impact factor c<ilculaiion: a) photon
photon scattering; b) pion-pion scattering. 

Fig. 3. The types of Feynman diagrams,relevant in the calculation of the lowest 
order correction to photon impact factor. 
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,f" Is for cliff• h ~~~·~· ··~---~--~-- ·-·--- -· ···-- ·- ------ ------ ---·--· 
.\ I 2 10 100 200 1000 
J,(.\) 46.4 45.1 33.7 13.2 90.7 34.4 
j,(.\) -.194 -.179 -.0869 -.0165 -.00938 -.00241 
H(.\) 2. 1.99 1.85 1.39 1.23 .859 
/(.\) 1.42 1.34 .798 .215 .135 .0420 
!,(.\) .329 .353 .254 .0779 .0499 .0162 
!,(.\) .0168 .0156 .00807 .00164 .00095 .00025 
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